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1 Introduction

(1) In Shuijingping Hmong, there is a vowel raising process that appears to be tonally

conditioned.

a. Occurs in syllables following the tones M, L and HL.

b. Occurs in syllables bearing the underlying tones HL and LM.

c. Always accompanied by tonal alternations.

(2) a. /ɬaHL/ →[ɬaHL] ‘petal’ /ʔɔM ɬaHL/ →[ʔɔM ɬeL] ‘two petals’
b. /tɕɔHL/→[tɕɔHL] ‘clf (lengths)’ /ʔeiM tɕɔHL/→[ʔeiM tɕoL] ‘one length’

(3) Claims

a. This typologically unusual association between tone and vowel quality arose from

the interaction of two more natural relationships:

i. Tone and phonation1 type

ii. Phonation type and vowel quality

b. When analyzed correctly, this phenomenon is a clear example of phonetic factors

directly shaping phonology, in spite of its apparent phonetic arbitrariness.

1In this paper, phonation type and voice quality will be used largely interchangeably, but with the understanding

that phonation type refers to the actual state of the glottis while voice quality refers to its perceived correlate.
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2 The Language and the Problem

2.1 Preliminaries

(4) Shuijingping Hmong2 is spoken in Shuijingping水井坪 community, Xinzhai新寨 village,

Zongdi 宗地 township, Shuikuang 水圹 District, Ziyun 紫云 Miao-Buyi Autonomous

County, Guizhou贵州 Province, China.

(5) The location of Shuijingping village is shown in Figure (1).
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Figure 1: Map indicating the location where Shuijingping Hmong and several of the other

languages mentioned in this paper are spoken.

2All Shuijingping data is taken from Xian (1990).
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(6) Shuijingping Hmong is a dialect of the Mashan Hmong group which belongs to the

Western branch of the Hmongic family.

(7) The Mashan group lies outside the subgroup called Far-Western Hmongic (which in-

cludes the best-known Western Hmongic languages; see Johnson (2002)) but shares

innovations with that group3, as implied in (2).

Figure 2: The place of Shuijingping in Western Hmongic.

(8) Segment inventories

a. Simple onsets

p t ts ʈ tɕ k ʔ
mp nt nts ɳʈ ȵtɕ ŋk
m n ȵ ŋ
hw ɬ ʂ h

ʐ ʑ ɦ
w l

b. Clusters

pr pl pj
mpr mpl mpj
mr mj

c. Rhymes

i u ei əu
e ə o ain əŋ oŋ
a ɑ ɔ əɑ uɑ ɑŋ

3These innovations include the development of a tone sandhi chain in the higher (yin) register and a sound

change *a > i. For the relevant data, see Wang (1979, 1994); Niederer (1998); Mortensen (2005).
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(9) Tones

a. Eleven Tones

i. Five level tones: ↑H, H, M, L, ↓L

ii. Three falling tones: HL, HM, ML

iii. Two rising tones: LH, LM

iv. One rising-falling tone: LML

b. Tones by historical category

A B C D
1 M HM ↑H H (plain voiceless or preglottalized)
1’ L LML LH LM (aspirated)
2 HL ↓L LM ML L (=C2’) (voiced, non-glottalized)

i. Four tones in Proto-Hmongic (A, B, C, D)

ii. Tones split into “registers” based on consonant voicing

• Voiceless and preglottalized onsets: A1, B1, C1, D1 (high register)

• Voiced onsets: A2, B2, C2, D2 (low register)

iii. High register tones split based upon aspiration of onsets

• Unaspirated onsets: A1, B1, C1, D1

• Aspirated onsets: A1’, B1’, C1’, D1’

iv. C2’ developed as “sandhi tone’ from C2.

c. Two historical tones (D1’ and C2) have merged as LM.

d. The sandhi tone C2’ and the A1’ are both realized as [L]. However, they behave

di2erently with regard to tone sandi; should be treated as di2erent phonologically.

e. Tone Sandhi Context: Tone sandhi occurs. . .

i. Immediately following “A” tones (M, L, and HL)

ii. In the same prosodic word

iii. In a domain that need not correspond to a syntactic or morphological con-

stituent4

4This statement relies crucially upon the attestation of tonal alternations in noun classi3ers triggered by the

tones of numerals but the non-attestation of tonal alternations in nouns following classi3ers bearing the appropriate

tones. While some syntactic analyses of Asian languages that are structurally similar to Hmong treat the numeral

and classi3er as together heading a ClfP or NumP, much recent work on this subject assumes that the ClfP is nested

inside of the NumP and that the classi3er and numeral each act as heads of the respective phrases.
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iv. Tone sandhi alternations are quite complex (include three di2erent chain shifts,

etc.)

2.2 The Generalization

(10) In Shuijingping, vowel raising occurs under two circumstances (super3cially):

a. The surface tone of the syllable is [LM].

b. The underlying tone of the syllable is /HL/ but the syllable is in sandhi context and

so surfaces with the [L] tone.

c. Conditions for vowel changes:

Underlying Tone In Non-Sandhi Context In Sandhi Context
/LM/ raising no change
/HL/ no change raising

d. In sandhi context, both /LM/ and /HL/→ [L]

(11) Under these conditions, three raising-like processes can be observed:

a. Mid and low monophthongs are raised (14a–d, 15a–f).

b. The 3rst moras of falling-sonority diphthongs are raised, yielding high monopthon-

gal vowels (14e–f).

c. The 3rst mora of the low vowel /ɑ/ centralizes, producing the diphthong [əɑ] (15g-

-i).

(12) These processes are depicted schematically in Figure 3 (arrows point from underlying

vowels to surface vowels).

Figure 3: Synchronic vowel raising in Shuijingping.
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(13) For arguments regarding the development and synchronic analysis of chain shifts,

like the vowel raising chain shift seen here, see Mortensen (in progress).

2.3 Basic Data

(14) Vowel raising in [LM] tone syllables

a. /plɔMmɑŋLM/→[plɔMmɑŋL] ‘beard of wheat’ /mɑŋLM/→[məŋLM] ‘wheat’

b. /hweiMɳʈɔLM/→[hweiMɳʈɔL] ‘muskmelon’ /ɳʈɔLM/ →[ɳʈoLM] ‘variegated’

c. /toŋMʐoLM/ →[toŋMʐoL] ‘worker’ /ʐoLM/ →[ʐuLM] ‘work, strength’

d. /toŋMwoLM/ →[toŋMwoL] ‘Han nation’ /woLM/ →[wuLM] ‘Han’

e. /ʔeiMnteiLM/ →[ʔeiMnteiL] ‘one iteration’ /nteiLM/→[ntiLM] ‘iteration’

f. /neiHLtəuLM/ →[neiHLtəuL] ‘which person’ /təuLM/ →[tuLM] ‘clf (people)’

(15) Vowel raising in syllables where underlying /HL/ becomes [L]

a. /mplɑŋHL/→[mplɑŋHL] ‘leaf’ /ʑainMmplɑŋHL/→[ʑainMmpləŋL] ‘tobacco’

b. /kɑŋHL/ →[kɑŋHL] ‘poor’ /məŋLkɑŋHL/ →[məŋLkəŋL] ‘poor person’

c. /nɔŋHL/ →[nɔHL] ‘eat’ /muLnɔŋHL/ →[muLnoŋL] ‘not eat’

d. /ŋoŋHL/ →[ŋoŋHL] ‘cattle’ /ŋkɑHLŋoŋHL/ →[ŋkɑHLŋuL] ‘cattle corral’

e. /ɬaHL/ →[ɬaHL] ‘petal’ /ʔɔMɬaHL/ →[ʔɔMɬeL] ‘two petals’

f. /tɕɔHL/ →[tɕɔHL] ‘length’ /ʔeiMtɕɔHL/ →[ʔeiMtɕoL] ‘one length’

g. /hɑHL/ →[hɑHL] ‘shout’ /kuɑMhɑHL/ →[kuɑMhəɑL] ‘bug sound’

h. /hɑHL/ →[hɑHL] ‘shout’ /soLhɑHL/ →[soLhəɑL] ‘thunder’

i. /mɑHL/ →[mɑHL] ‘maple’ /wɑLmɑHL/ →[wɑLməɑL] ‘maple tree’

(16) In examples (15c,d) the raising process is associated with a ŋ/∅ alternation.

a. Codas are banned after both [ɔ] and [u].

b. Underlying /ŋ/ deletes when preceded in the syllable by one of these two vowels,

but surfaces after [o].

c. Diachronically speaking, sound changes deleted [ŋ] after [ɔ], [u].

d. Thus tone changes trigger vowel raising which a2ects consonant deletion.

e. No consistent link between vowel raising and syllable structure in Shuijing-

ping.
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2.4 Shuijingping Raising Compared to Other Tone-Vowel
Quality Interactions

(17) Previous claim: most or all tone-vowel quality interactions are tied to syllable structure

(quantity, weight, etc.) (Hermans and van Oostendorp 2000).

(18) Duration also implicated as a mediator between vowel quality and tone, as in the case

of Limburg Dutch (Gussenhoven and Driessen 2004)

(19) There are, however, certain cases of tone-vowel interaction that cannot be easily ex-

plained in these terms, such as Fuzhou (Chinese): tone sandhi alternations trigger

vowel alternations.

(20) Tone-vowel interaction in Fuzhou (Myers and Tsay 2003):

Tones Vowel alternations
LM, LML æ ai au ay ei ou œ ieu uoi
H, HL, M ɛ ei ou oy i u y iu ui

(21) The proper analysis of this set of alternations remains controversial.

(22) Most investigators have tried to explain this relationship by positing that metrical struc-

ture or syllable structure mediates between tone and vowel quality (Wright 1983; Chan

1985; Jiang-King 1999).

(23) However, some of the alternations involve no change in quantity, number of seg-

ments, etc.

(24) Myers and Tsay (2003) have argued that these alternations are grounded in the rela-

tionship between tone pitch and the intrinsic pitch of vowels.

a. The higher a vowel, the higher its intrinsic pitch.

b. The higher series of vowels occurs with the higher tones.

c. The lower series of vowels occurs with the lower tones.

(25) These various proposals seem not to explain the Shuijingping case:

a. Many of the alternations do not involve changes in syllable structure.

b. Sometimes contour-simpli3cation is associated with raising, sometimes with the

failure to raise.

c. Likewise, intrinsic pitch seems not to be correlated with the observed changes. Vow-

els that surface with [L] show both raising and failure to be raised depending

upon the underlying tone.
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(26) Gussenhoven and Driessen (2004) note another possibility, which is that the relationship

between tone and vowel quality may be mediated by phonation type.

a. On the surface, this also seems unworkable—no synchronic evidence.

b. I will argue, however, that it is the proper diachronic account of this phenomenon.

i. Tone sandhi alternations drove alternations in phonation type which condi-

tioned, in turn, the vowel alternations.

ii. Changes in the tone system and tone sandhi system then removed these alterna-

tions in voice quality without a2ecting the vowel quality alternations.

iii. The vowel alternations had been reinterpreted as having a tonal conditioning

environment.

3 Phonation and Vowel Quality

(27) Fact: phonation type has an e2ect upon vowel quality.

(28) Acoustic e2ect (Thurgood 2000; Gordon and Ladefoged 2001).

a. Breathy voice associated with lowering of the larynx.

b. Makes the vocal tract longer, making F1 (and F2) lower.

(29) In Khmer two sets of vowels have developed in each of the two historical “registers”

(Henderson 1952).

a. (Generally) higher vowels appear in the breathy register.

b. Their (generally) lower counterparts appear in the clear5 register.

(30) Likewise, in Jingpho (Tibeto-Burman) there are di2erences in vowel quality associated

with phonation type

a. Tense vowels are relatively lower in the vowel space.

b. Modal vowels are relatively higher.

(31) In Zongdi (a.k.a. Jiaotuo), like Shuijingping a dialect of Central Mashan (see Figure

(2)), a similar type of register e2ect exists (Wang 1994; Niederer 1998; Li 2001).

a. Clear and breathy voiced vowels

b. On the balance, higher vowels in breathy syllables and lower vowels in clear-voiced

syllables.

5Clear and modal are used here as synonyms. That is to say clear voice is to be interpreted as the voice quality

resulting from modal phonation.
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c. These relationships are illustrated in Figure (4) with arrows pointing from vowels

in the clear register to their counterparts in the breathy register.

Figure 4: Registers in Zongdi.

(32) The observant auditor will have already noticed the similarity between this pat-

tern and the vowel raising pattern seen in Shuijingping (Figure 3, p. 5).

4 Phonation Type and Tone

(33) It is not uncommon, particularly in Southeast Asia, for particular tones to be associated,

often redudantly, with a characteristic phonation type.

a. Vietnamese (Thompson 1965; Nguyễn 1997)

b. Burmese (Thurgood 2000)

c. Wu dialects of Chinese (Yip 2002)

d. Eastern A-Hmao (Shimenkan; Wang and Wang 1986)

(34) A convenient example of such a language is Mong Leng (Green Hmong), a Far-Western

Hmongic language none too distant, genetically, from Shuijingping (see Figure 2).

a. One tonal category, a /ML/ falling tone, is characterized by breathy voice (Ratli2

1992; Andruski and Ratli2 2000).

b. Syllables bearing this tone show a great deal of aperiodic noise, as compared to

syllables bearing other tones, as illustrated in Figure 5.

c. Spectra for vowels bearing this tone also show a very high H1-H2 (measure of open

quotient) relative to those of vowels bearing other tones, a strong indication of

breathy phonation, as shown in Figure 6.

d. Tone sandhi alternations trigger changes in phonation.
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Figure 5: Spectrograms of Mong Leng (Xiangkhoang variety) cô ‘to lead’ (left) and co̤ ̂ ‘to plant’

(right). Note the “ragged” appearance of the vowel formants in the spectrogram on the left,

an indicator of breathy voice. (Spectrogram produced in Praat, 0.5 ms window length, 0.2 ms

time step, 20 Hz frequency step, gaussian widow shape).

Figure 6: Spectra of Mong Leng (Xiangkhoang variety) cô ‘to lead’ (left) and co̤ ̂ ‘to plant’ (right).

Note that H1 is much higher relative to H2 in the spectrum on the right. This number is one

measure of spectral tilt, and a high value for this measure is a reliable indicator of breathy

phonation. (Spectra extracted and plotted using Praat)

e. Foreshadowing: Mong Leng /ML/ is tone C2, cognate to Shuijingping LM6.

(35) Similarly, certain tones in Zongdi are characteristically breathy (Wang 1979, 1994;

Niederer 1998; Li 2001).

a. The a2ected tones are ↓L (B2) and LM (C2).

b. Many Chinese sources (e.g. Li (2001)) indicate breathiness by the symbol <ɦ> in

the onset, re7ecting an assumption that breathiness is a property of consonants.7.

6This is signi3cant because, in Shuijingping, vowels are raised when they occur in syllables bearing the LM

tone.
7A similar argument has been made for the Far-Western Hmongic language Western A-Hmao by Johnson
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c. However, the phonation type of the syllable is predictable from the tone and is

a2ected by tone sandhi rules8.

i. When /HM/ becomes [LM] due to tone sandhi rules, the syllable becomes

breathy.

ii. When /LM/ becomes [L] due to tone sandhi rules, the syllable is realized with

clear voice (modal phonation).

d. It was earlier observed that breathy voice results in raised vowels in Zongdi.

e. These tonal alternations (and the associated alternations in phonation type) feed

that vowel raising process.

(36) Vowel raising in LM syllable in Zongdi (Li 2001)

a. /mplaŋHM/→[mplaŋHM] ‘leaf’ /ʑenMLmplaŋHM/→[ʑenMLmpɦləŋLM] ‘tobacco leaf’

b. /soŋHM/ →[soŋHM] ‘silk’ /kuaMLsoŋHM/ →[kuaMLsɦuŋLM] ‘silkworm’

c. /tæHM/ →[tæHM] ‘matter’ /eiMLtæHM/ →[eiMLtɦeLM] ‘one matter’

d. /ɭeHM/ →[ɭeHM] ‘plow’ /ʈuaMLɭeHM/ →[ʈuaMLɭɦiLM] ‘plow’

(37) Vowels failing to raise in M syllables in Zongdi (Li 2001)

a. /sæiLM/ →[sɦeiLM] ‘smart’ /mɦəŋLsæiLM/→[mɦəŋLsæiM] ‘smart person’

b. /ntɪLM/ →[ntɦiLM] ‘time’ /eiMLntɪLM/ →[eiMLntɪM] ‘one time’

c. /ɳʈɔLM/ →[ɳʈɦoLM] ‘variegated’ /ntɔMLɳʈɔLM/ →[ntɔMLɳʈɔM] ‘variegated cloth’

d. /mpɻaLM/→[mpɦɻəaLM] ‘bereft’ /poMLmpɻaLM/→[poMLmpɦɻaM] ‘widow’

(38) From the standpoint of historical categories, these alternations are related to those in

Shuijingping.

(39) Comparison of tonal alternations in Shuijingping and Zongdi

Shuijingping Zongdi
HL → L (A2→ C2’) HM→ LM (A2→ C2) clear → breathy
LM→ L (C2 → C2’) LM → M (C2 → C2’) breathy→ clear

(1999).
8Rule, as I am employing the term, is a strictly descriptive label for a particular mapping. It is not meant

to imply that these mappings are generated by a rule ordered grammar. Indeed, a two-level, constraint-based

grammar (with no rule ordering) actually accounts better for many of the mappings pertinent to this paper.
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5 Putting things together

(40) In Proto-Mashan, there were three tone sandhi rules relevant to our account. Stated in

terms of Shuijingping tone values, they are

a. HL→ LM (clear→ breathy, A2→ C2)

b. ↓L→ LM (breathy→ breathy, B2→ C2)

c. LM→ L (breathy→ clear, C2→ C2’)

Figure 7: The development of tone sandhi from Proto-Core-Western Hmongic to Shuijingping.

Clear-voiced and breathy-voiced tones are indicated by “m” and “b” respectively. When the

vowel raising process developed, the tone sandhi pattern was like that of Proto-Mashan.

(41) The 3rst two rules (stated in terms of historical categories, as shown in Figure 7)

are attested throughout most of Western Hmongic (e.g. Dananshan (Wang 1985) and

Guiyang-Huishui Niederer (1998)) and so must be reconstructed at least for Proto-Core-

Western-Hmongic.
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(42) The 3nal rule is found in all Mashan languages, and so is to be reconstructed for Proto-

Mashan (Figure 7).

(43) Breathy-clear distinction is posited on the basis of the pattern found in the majority of

languages throughout Western Hmongic (cognates of Shuijingping LM and ↓L are almost

always breathy; cognates of HL and L are clear voiced).

(44) The historical process

a. Tone sandhi rules produced voice quality alternations.

b. Breathy voiced vowels were misperceived as being higher in the vowel space than

their phonetic targets.

c. Learners mistakenly posited a vowel alternation based upon this misperception.

d. The rule HL→ LM (clear→ breathy) was replaced with HL→ L (clear→ clear), as

illustrated in Figure 7.

e. This change was a change in the grammar9

f. Vowel raising still applied in sandhi context, despite the disappearance of the origi-

nal conditioning environment; that is, a voice quality/vowel quality interaction was

reinterpreted as a tone/vowel quality interaction.

g. Vowels with underlying /HL/ are raised in sandhi context because the historical

sandhi tone for /HL/ (A2) was the breathy [LM] (C2) (rather than the clear-voiced

[L] (C2’)).

h. When [LM] and [↓L] lost their breathiness, the vowel quality/voice quality relation-

ship was further obscured.

9Treating the tone sandhi rules as simple sound changes with no counterpart in the grammar runs into prob-

lems at two fronts. First, it seems unlikely that sound change after sound change a2ecting tone should occur

with fortuitous consistently in the same conditioning environment (after the A tones) when the phonetics of this

environment have varied widely in time. More signi3cantly, the replacement of “A2→ C2” with A2→ C20” cannot

have simply been a sound change since this would require the reversal of a merger (between A2 and B2 in sandhi

context). We could get around this fact only by positing the leveling of all morphemes in the A2 category (to HL)

and an additional sound-change where HL > L. Such phonologically-conditioned leveling seems improbable. It

is far simpler to posit that A2 words are still /HL/ underlyingly and are mapped to [L] in sandhi context by the

grammar. This entails, likewise, that the vowel alternations are also present in the grammar since speakers are

treating the sandhi/non-sandhi allomorphy as if it is governed by phonological “rules.”
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6 Conclusion

(45) Shuijingping vowel raising results (diachronically) from the e2ect of breathy phonation

upon vowel quality.

(46) Now (on the surface, at least) it is tonally conditioned.

(47) Small changes in the phonological grammar of a language can change phonetically

natural alternations into phonetically arbitrary alternations.

(48) Synchronic Status?

a. Considerable evidence that vowel-raising is/was encoded in the grammar (at least

at the time when sandhi tone for /HL/ changed to [L]).

b. Implications for the modelling of tone-vowel interactions

i. Deep associations between vowel quality and tone?

ii. Arbitrary associations between unrelated features (à la constraint conjunction)?

iii. Abstract intermediate level including mediating features?

(49) In this case at least, the interface between phonetics and phonology lies in diachrony—as

interference in the transmission of a phonological pattern.
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